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   Lucid:                                                                                          Duration            Page # 
I. Evanescent                                                                       4:00                       1      
II. Shimmer                                                                            3:00                     31 
III. Wail!                                                                                 2:15                     39 
IV. Reflective Frame                                                               4:00                     62 
 
Performance time: Approximately 13:15 
 
Instrumentation: 
o Clarinet in B♭ 








o Score is transposed. 
o Eighth remains constant at meter changes unless otherwise noted. 
o Glissandos should be spaced as evenly as possible. 
o For woodwinds it is suggested to manipulate with embouchure and sliding on keys. 
 
Program Notes: 
 While most are familiar with the word “Lucid” regarding to a dream that they feel they 
can control, it also means expressed clearly, or bright and luminous. Lucid is given its name from 
the bright motives that are heard at the start of the piece and continue to permeate throughout the 
rest of the work. This piece is dedicated to all the faculty over the years that have helped me get 
to this point of my education. I like to believe that the essence of your influence has made it into 
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= 116 Slightly quicker
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




































    
      
     





         













        
    
      
         
5 5
      
 
      
 
5 5
         


    
















































































































































































































      
 
 
    
68   





         
    
   
     
 

        
    
    
















        
      
  
        
   
    
        
 

   





























   
          

      
         
        
       
71
  
    

    
  














         
 

    
  
       
     
      
         

            
  
       
2
    
      
2







































        
      
  
        
   
    




   


















   
          

      
         
        
       

       
    
  






































75          
      
  
       
     
      







       
2
    



















































































































   
   

   





   
   
 
  










   
   

































   









































































     
 

























































































































































































      



























































   
  
     
     
   
 

















      
  
  
   









































































































































































































   
   
  


















































































































    
3
 
    
  
     
3
     
  




     
 











      

     
 
      

 
       
 
 



































     




























     
 
 
















    
 
 












     











































































































   
  
    

 











    





















































   

 


















     

   
 
 



































   
 

































































   













     
     






   
 

































   

   
 
























































































































































    
    




























   
 

     
 
3












































































































































































   
































































































    
  
 












     

























       
  
  





    


























    
  

     
 





   

    
8
     
 















      



















































          
3
 
         
3
 




        
3
 
        
3
             
11
 












       
    

3 3
       
    
3
3
       
     

3 3
       
     
 
3 3
       
     

3 3
             
     
  
3





























   
 

















   
       




   
       




       
     















































   










    
   

 
   
    

 
    




   





















    
    
    
   

    
    
    





     
   

 
   
   





   









    
  



















































   















































   
 






































   

    






















































































            
     
20




































    
        
       




   



































































      












   







































      
       


    
26
















   
      
 








      
      



































   





































    


   
 


















   
 

    
















































          

 























































































































     
  
3















































37        
     













    

 
    







   


















































    
    
    
39





    





     
   

   
   





   









    
  
























   








































































   
 







































   

    






















































































            
     
44




































    
        
       




   
















































           
  


































   
     
    









    







     

























    










    
      


49   
     




















   
 



























































   
 












































   

    



































































































   
 










































   

    














































































            
     
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    
        
       




   































































   












































   










































   
















































































   















































            
       
  
     
 
5 5
       
 












   
 
5




    
    


































       
        
         





         
      
                
63        
    
  










































































































































































































8   









































   


     
      

    
5










      
      
   
   
 
   
 




























      
      
13
    













      











      
      
     
    













      
      
     
 
































17      
      
      
17    

  






      
      
      
  
  





     
      
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   
 
     









































   
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26    









   
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     
     
     
     
     












     
     
     


    

     





















     
     
     
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     
     






     


























     


























     












































     
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     

  
     
      






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































   


































































































       
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 


























      
  
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           

       
 
 










































       
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 
        














      
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            
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   
 
     








































   
 
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   
 

























































































































66   






















































   
  
 
 

  








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